
Homework Set 10 PHGN300 

1) Draw a Moseley plot for the Kbeta X rays using the following energies in KeV.  Ne 0.858, P 2.14, Ca 
4.02, Mn 6.51, Zn 9.57, Br 13.3, Zr 17.1 Rh 22.8, Sn 28.4.  Determine the slope and compare with the 
expected value.  You will need to develop a similar equation to that used for the Kalpha X Rays.  (see 
notes from Lecture/Demo) 

2) Find the wavelength of the photon needed to cause an electron to jump  from the valence to the 
conduction band in (a) germanium, with a band gap of 0.67 eV (b) silicon with a band gap of 1.1 ev.  How 
large an energy gap is required for a blue semiconductor laser with wavelength=460 nm? 

3) Using the applet at http://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/bound-states 

What is the average energy separation of the energy eigen values in the first excited band for a 
6-fold square well potential with a height of 10 eV, width of 0.5 nm and separation of 0.1 nm 

How large is the band gap of a 10 well coulomb potential with the width decreased to 0.3 nm?.  

4) What was a common device that made use of the semiconductor properties of material decades 
before semiconductors were invented?  

5) Assuming that the average daily solar constant at a particular place is 200 W/m2, how large an array 
of 30% efficient solar cells is required to equal the power output of a typical power plant, about 109 W? 

6) Plot the total number of known elements vs year starting from 1730 to 2010 in 10 year intervals.  
Include the table of your data and the plot.  Suggest getting data from www.ptable.com  No credit for 
copying a plot from the internet. 

7) Calculate the average r for an electron in the ground state in a Hydrogen atom by calculating the 
expectation value <r> for r. See lecture 26 notes, or the text for a discussion.  Express you answer in 
terms of a0    

8) A crystal radio can detect AM radio stations.  Why does it need a diode to do this? Why won’t it work 
without a diode? Your explanation should include a sketch(es) of voltage vs time. 

 

Also your crystal radio activity question list is due with this homework. 
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